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St. Croix's Janeisha John Making Massive Headway in
Hollywood. Her Latest Success: Host and Producer of
a Hit Series on Zeus Network
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Janeisha John on set of hit Zeus Network show Joseline’s Cabaret: The Reunion  By.
ZEUS NETWORK 

St. Croix’s Janeisha John — the ubiquitous beauty who's represented the U.S. Virgin Islands
proudly on multiple pageant stages — will take primetime spotlight this Sunday at 8:00 p.m. ET
on the Zeus Network as the television host of the hit show "Joseline’s Cabaret: The Reunion". 

Legendary comedian Luenell Campbell will be hosting alongside Ms. John who also serves as
producer on the reality competition show set in Atlanta, Georgia. The series chronicles reality star
Joseline Hernandez’s second attempt to launch a cabaret show. The former "Love & Hip Hop
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Atlanta" star will select the top four dancers in the cabaret performance, with an overall winner
receiving a cash prize of $10,000 and the opportunity to perform in Vegas.

A former Miss Universe U.S. Virgin Islands and Miss America U.S.V.I., Ms. John represented the
U.S. Virgin Islands at the 2008 Miss America pageant and the 2010 Miss Universe competition.
She has produced and worked as a television host for various networks including TEMPO
Networks, and Virgin Islands’ local PBS and CBS stations before relocating to Los Angeles,
California to pursue her career in television, film, and modeling.



From left, comedian Luenell Campbell and Janeisha John on set of  "Joseline’s Cabaret: The Reunion" (Credit: Zeus Network)

Ms. John's notoriety and talent are undoubtedly turning heads amongst Hollywood’s and
entertainment’s elite, according to a release issued Friday. “Being able to not only produce but
also host with the iconic Luenell for our hit series was truly an exhilarating experience," Ms. John
said. "I am beyond proud to be a part of a young, black-owned Network that’s making serious
noise in the industry."

Her dad Josephat John who resides on St. Croix traveled to Los Angeles for the filming, and even
made a cameo appearance. “It was amazing having him to share this moment with me. Everyone
at Zeus loves him! His nickname is now Papa Zeus!” she shared.

Ms. John continues to bare her V.I. pride proudly in all her accomplishments. Zeus is a leading
subscription-based video on demand streaming service created for millennials by millennials,
according to the release. It was founded by mogul, television producer Lemuel Plummer.

Mr. Plummer  currently serves as founder/CEO and has paved the way for reality television’s
biggest stars by providing executive producer credits and creative freedom.

Virgin Islanders can download the Zeus Network app on every device from the App Store or go to
www.thezeusnetwork.com to subscribe and tune in.

Follow @Janeisha_missvi @TheZeusNetwork to keep up with one of the VI’s own.
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